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The problem of employee resistance to change has
concerned management for many years. New methods for
making better products more efficiently have been
discovered by modern technology, but the methods have
often failed to reach expectations because they were
not accepted by employees.

The purpose of this thesis was to investigate
some of the methods currently used by management for
introducing change in the production area. By comparing
the methods used with the results obtained, it was hoped
to discover some procedures management could follow which
would tend toward acceptance by employees. This problem
was investigated from the management point of view. No
effort was made to speak with workers about their ideas
toward change.

The information for the analysis was obtained
from interviews with fifteen companies in the greater
Boston area. These companies varied in size and nature
of product. Examples of successful and unsuccessful
changes were obtained in these interviews with infor-
mation about the magnitude, development, installation,
and results of the changes.

The analysis indicated that the time the workers
are .first told about the change, their immediate reactions,
whether or not they offered suggestions, and their
attitude just before installation were important factors
in determining the success or failure of the change.
The study indicated that the problem of resistance to
change is not as important as some writers seem to

I ... -4 a n h a
indica e. Workers participation in ma C1 comp4 E

not been developed to its greatest possibilities. Finally,
no set procedure can be followed by management which
will guarantee success when introducing change.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The problem and its setting

People naturally want to change and accept it.

One only has to look around to see the thousands of

examples of this fact. The development of the airplane,

automobile, electricity with its many applications and

appliances, and the other conveniences of the twentieth

century would never have been possible without the

acceptance of the American society. What a state modern

marketing strategy would be in today if the desires of

the customers did not change from day to day!

Yet when many managements have attempted to

introduce changes in the production area, they have met

resistance from the employees. This resistance to change

has been the object of many company policies in recent

years. Programs have been developed which attempt to

eliminate this resentment by encouraging worker parti-

cipation in the origination, development, and installation

of changes to produce better products more efficiently.

Two such programs are "Work Simplification1l and the

"Scanlon Plan 2

LI Herbert F. Goodwin, "Work Simplification--An
Effective Program of Improvement," Advanced Management,
Vol. 22, No.. 1, January 1957, pp. 19-25.

2 Russell W. Davenport, "Enterprise for Everyman,"
Fortune, Vol. XLI, No. 1, January 1950.
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Most of the ideas which have developed on this

subject have been theorized to a great extent. There

have been only a limited number of investigations carried

out in a logical manner to determine an acceptable

program for management to use when introducing changes

in the production area.

There are basically two schools or theories on

3 4~this topic of introducing changes. One school suggests

the entire answer to the problem is participation by

the workers. This theory can be illustrated by the
6

experiment of Coch and French conducted in a sewing

plant of the Harwood Manufacturing Corporation in

Virginia. In this plant four groups were selected to

test the different methods for introducing a change.

One group, called the control group, had the change

introduced in the customary way of the company which

was the selling approach with the individuals given the

opportunity to ask questions. A second group used

participation in developing the change through repre-

sentation of a small part of the group. The two remaining

3 Michael Stewart, "Resistance to Teclhnological
Changes in Industry," Human Relations, Vol.16, No.3,(1957).

SE.g., Lester Coch and John R. P. French, Jr.,
"Overcoming Resistance to Change," Human Relations, Vol. 1,
No. 4 (1948); William Foote Whyte, _'TIncentive for
Productivity," Applied Anthropology, Vol. VII, No. 2
(Spring, 1949 ; Soloman Barkin, Handling Work Assign-
ment Changes, Harvard Business Review, Summer, 1947.

5 Lester Coch and John R. P. French, Jr.*, o. cit.

j



groups used total participation with all the workers

participating in developing the change. The results

were quite interesting. After the change in the control

group production fell 15 per cent below the level of

production before the change and then remained at this

level. Interviews conducted with members of this group

clearly indicated that restrictions had been placed

on output at that level. The first experimental group,

which participated through representation, had its pro-

duction fall immnediately after the change but then

increase to about 8 per cent above the previous output.

In the last two experimental groups, which used total

group participation, production fell slightly for one

day but then increased to a level 14 per cent higher

than output before the change.

There is another school of thought on the subject

of introducing changes. This school holds that partici-

pation may be part of the answer but there are other

factors which cannot be overlooked. These factors arise

whenever the change presents a real threat to a man's job,

his status, his pay, etc.--in other words, -when the

6 E.g., E. L. Trist and K. W. Bamforth, "Some
Social and Psychological Consequences of the Lonmwall
Method of Goal-Getting," Human Relations,. 1951, 4;
F. L. W. Richardson and Charles R. Walker, Human Relations
in an Expanding Company.(New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1948); Benjamin M. Selekmnan, "Resistance to Shop
Changes," Harvard Business Review.Autumn, 1945; Leonard
R. Sayles, "A Case Study of Union Participation and

Tehn oicl hange," Human Organization, Vol. 11s
No. 12 Spring, 1952.

I



interests of management and labor diverge. Then par-

ticipation can be helpful only when a man's expectations

of the change and what it is going to be is incorrect,

and his misconception can be shown to be incorrect

to him.

Michael Stewart comments that these two schools

or theories are not irreconcilable, but that neither

gets to the bottom of the problem. He says that instead

of deriving theories from small, non-random samples

of case studies, what is really needed is a large

number of cases of technological change to discover

what actual, significant associations exist. The survey

should contain many of the factors above, but should be

taken from many industries and from many companies

within the same industry. Only after such a survey

could one place the insights offered by particular

cases in their proper prospective. However Mr. Stewart

has been unable to make such a survey.

The purpose of the thesis

The purpose of this study has been threefold.

First, to investigate some of the current methods and

procedures which managements use to introduce changes

in the production area. This investigation was not

confined to any one industry but was extended to several

industries to get a sample of the overall picture.

7 Michael Stewart, oD. cit.
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Second, to compare the results obtained from

the changes with the different methods used in introducing

the changes. It is hoped this comparison will indicate

some procedures that all managements can follow when

introducing changes in the production area, which will

tend toward acceptance by employees.

Third, to use this general study to indicate

more specific areas which merit further consideration

for a better understanding of the problem of introducing

H pothesis

The author of this study has had no industrial

experience. Therefore the original hypothesis was

based upon articles studied and discussions in courses

at MIT. The following list contains the original

hypothesis.

1. The less the change has to do with bringing

in new equipment and machinery as opposed to changes

in procedure or method, the greater the chance for

success.

2. The smaller the magnitude of the change-- the

fewer the changes in skill requirements, the fewer people

affected, the fewer people eliminated, and the less the

cost of the change--the greater the chance for success

when installing the change.

3. The closer the contact with the employees of

the originator and developer of the change, the greater

the chance for success.

f
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4. The earlier the workers are told of the change,

the greater the chance for success.

5. The more the workers participate in the

development, the testing, and the installation of the

change, the greater the chance for success.

6. The earlier the change meets with acceptance

by the employees, the greater its chance for success.

Definition of terms

There are certain terms which will occur through-

out this thesis which will not always have the normal

connotation. It is necessary for these terms to be

defined to provide the reader with a complete under-

standing as they are used in this study.

The first term which requires consideration is

"change". Webster defines change as "a substitution

of one thing in place of another; any variation or

alteration. .. " This definition is applicable in this

study as far as it goes. However it must be expanded

to include: a different way of doing the same operation,

such as a different pattern of maotion; the use of a

machine to do all or part of an operation wihich had

previously been done by hand or by another machine;

or different requirements of a product, such as an

alteration of the product.

"Resistance to the change' can then be defined

as an attitude of rejection by the worker of part or

all of a change. This attitude can be unexpressed, or
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expressed by actions or words. If it is expressed it

can be in several forms such as: increased grievances,

increased sloppy or careless work; increased laxity of

safety standards; deliberate slowdown of production;

refusal to work or a strike; and finally, increased

absenteeism and tardiness.

A "successful change" is defined as a change

where the workers did not resist the change and thereby

enabled it to live up to management's expectations.

An "unsuccessful change r' is defined as one which

met with considerable resistance from the workers and

did not live up to its expectations as soon as antici-

pated. However it is possible that over a period of

time the change finally lived up to its expectations.

There was a very thin line with some changes,

but the author reserved the final right to classify a

change either successful or unsuccessful to provide

one basis for analyzing the data.

Research methods emplooyed

There are several alternatives for investigating

manage-ment's mnethodls for introducin chann P. Oneg
procedure would be to compare the cases which have been

investigated in the past. By analyzing the conclusions

reached in these specific cases a general solution

could be compiled. But this method would present one

outstanding weakness. It would contain only a few

examples and its scope would be limited.

I
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A second procedure would be to attack the problem

from the standpoint of the worker. This would include

interviews with employees to see what were the basic

problems posed for the worker by changes and why they

resisted them. This procedure would also present

weaknesses since workers do not always know why they

accept or reject changes or do not wish to express their

ideas to a stranger.

A third procedure would be to visit several

companies in different industries and experiment with

various methods of introducing similar changes in the

production areas, These experiments could be carried

out in a manner similar to the Coch and French experi-

ment mentioned earlier, by using these various methods

on control and experimental groups Then an acceptable

method could be indicated for use in most industries.

However this method would take years to accomplish and

would require much more time than could be alloted

in a study of this type.

A fourth procedure would be to visit several

companies from different industries and obtain examples

of changes, their results, and the methods employed by

management when introducing the changes. By comparing

the methods used with the results obtained, it would

be possible to indicate certain procedures that manage-

ment could follow when introducing changes which would

tend toward acceptance by employees of the changes.
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The fourth procedure was chosen as the method

to investigate introducing change in this study. By

visiting several companies in the Boston area it would

be possible to obtain examples of both successful and

unsuccessful changes and the methods that management

had used when installing these changes. A comparison

could then be made by analyzing the results with the

methods used when originating, developing, and installing

the changes.

Since there are representative companies from

practically every industry in the Boston area, company

contacts would pose no problem. MIT has a company file

which contains the names, specific data about the

companies, and the company contacts.

It would be possible to use the contacts which

had been used in the past to arrange an interview with

a person in the company who was very much concerned with

the problem of introducing change in the company. This

person could supply the data needed about the identifi-

cation, origination, development, installation, and

the results of the changes.

One major problem posed by this method would be

getting the companies to discuss their changes freely

and provide the information necessary for the analysis.

It was thought that by excluding all company names and

specific details about the changes which might be

traced to the companies, this problem could be alleviated.

Therefore this information will not appear in the thesis.
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factors are important in determining the success or

failure of a change introduced in the production area.

The Chi Square test indicated that four steps had an

effect upon the results of the change.

First, the earlier the workers are told about

the change, the greater the chance for the success of

the change.

Second, the immediate reaction of the workers

has a definite effect upon the results. The changes

which meet with a favorable reaction have a greater

chance to live up to management's expectations.

Third, when workers offer suggestions and take

an interest in the change, it has a greater chance for

success.

Fourth, when workers are against the change when

it is installed, it has less chance of attaining the

expectations as soon as anticipated than when the workers

are in favor of the change.

The following observations and conclusions were

drawn from the interviews with the managers of the

companies and the analysis of the data.

The problem of resistance to change is not the

great problem for management which some writers seem

to indicate.

10

Major.conclusions

The results of this study indicated that several

j



ere can e no se o rules which all manage-

ments can follow which will guarantee success every

time a change is introduced into the production area,

11

Worker participation in originating, developing,

and installing changes in many companies has not been

developed to its fullest possibilities.

ThrL 1- 4 -P



CHAPTER II

THE INTERVIEWS

Kinds off relevant data

To investigate the procedures and methods which

management uses when introducing changes it was necessary

to choose certain kinds of data which the author thought

were important in drawing any conclusions. The infor-

mation about the changes could be divided into five

main categories--identification, origination, development,

installation, and results.

First it was necessary to know just what the

change was. This study was concerned with changes in

the production area. Some examples were bringing in

new machines, changing the work load of a worker, and

changing a procedure or method. It was necessary to

know what effect this was going to have on employees--

were any people eliminated or were the skill requirements

changed. Finally what led up to the change and what did

management hope to gain from the change.

For the origination of the idea it was necessary

to find out whose idea it was; to what extent he was

concerned with the people affected by it; and if he was

designated to look into the problem, just stumbled onto

it, or the change came from workers' suggestions.

Finally what led up to the change and when were the

workers told about the change. What were their immediate

reactions.

L
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Then it was necessary to learn about the development

of the change. The important facts were who was respon-

sible for the development, was it tested before installa-

tion, and were the workers asked for suggestions or

participation.

The manner of installation could also have an

important effect upon the results of the change. It

was necessary to know how long it took before installing,

who put the change in, and did the workers help with

the installation.

The results of the change would also be important

if any conclusions could be reached. It must be known

if the change lived up to expectations of management.

Then how did the workers react--did they accept the

change, did grievances increase, did they holdup

production.

Other important factors were company policies

and company relations with the employees and the union.

Here it was necessary to learn about the program of

the company for getting suggestions and ideas for changes.

Then how were the company relations as a whole with the

union and the employees.

Formulation of test questions

The test questions were composed with the idea of

obtaining the relevant data about the identification,

results of the successful and unsuccessful changes.

: IIILIYTilLC~UI~I~-L- UI··LU Y~~U



There were five to seven questions under each of these

headings designed to bring this information into view.

This set of questions varied little from the

final set which appears in Appendix A. The results

of the final interview questions will be analyzed and

discussed in the following chapters.

Test interviews

Before the first visits to any companies, the

test questions were rehearsed with both professors

and roommates. Their comments helped greatly in deter-

mining the method of approach for the test interviews.

The names of ten companies in the Boston area

were selected from the company file. These test

companies had production operations which indicated

many cases of change in the production area due to the

nature or growth of their industry.

These companies were visited and in most cases

the production manager or his representative was

interviewed. These interviews lasted from thirty minutes

to three hours depending upon the interest of the person

in the problem and how busy he was at the time.

The method used was to ask the interviewee to

think of a change which he considered very successful.

Then the test auestions were asked about the change,

with t•he person being encouraged to expand upon these

muetions. Next the interviewee was asked to think of
-,---



an unsuccessful or less successful change. Finally

the same questions were asked about the unsuccessful

change.

Evaluation of test auestions and interviews

The response to the test interviews was varied

with some contacts very cooperative while others offered

little cooperation at all. This varied response could

have biased the data obtained. However most of those

who cooperated furnished both types of changes, so this

was thought to have balanced the data and results,

In most cases it was much easier to obtain

examples of successful changes, but more difficult to

find examples of unsuccessful changes. At times it

seemed that managements had no problems at all when

introducing changes.

Yet the fact that some companies had difficulty

at times when introducing a change indicated that perhaps

all was not on the rosy side. There was nothing which

indicated these companies different from the others.

Therefore the test approach was evaluated. It

was decided that there were two points which seemed to

be drawbacks in getting examples of unsuccessful changes.

First, it was possible that many production

fmanagers did not know all the troubles of introducing

changes in their own production areas. He did not

always have the daily contact with the employees that

the line foremen and other managers on a lower level

IL
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of management had every day. It was also possible that

the production managers had been away from the line so

long that they only remembered the pleasant successful

changes and had forgotten the less pleasant unsuccessful

changes. Therefore, it was decided to attempt contacting

the line foremen and other lower managers if possible

in the future interviews.

Second, the term "resistance to change" had been

used when defining unsuccessful changes. It seemed that

this phrase had a decided effect upon the persons

interviewed since they became less cooperative. For

the remainder of the interviews this term was avoided.

The final interviews

The companies selected for the final interviews

were all in the greater Boston area. This sample was

chosen from several industries and included the following:

chemical, rubber, hoisery, clothing, all types of

machinery, wire, communications, electrical appliance,

shoe, soap, precision instrument, and corrugated box.

The size of the sample companies was deliberately

varied. The largest company employed over five thousand

workers while the smallest employed only twenty. The

average size had between one hundred and one thousand

employees.

A total of thirty-five companies were visited

with fifteen cooperating with interviews. There were

other companies which seemed cooperative, but the
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contacts said there had either been very few changes

or no unsuccessful changes in the past few years.

Since it was necessary to have both examples of unsuccess-

ful and successful changes, these companies were not

interviewed.

The persons interviewed represented many levels

of company management. These were foremen, industrial

and plant engineers, production manager and personnel

managers. The position in the management of the organ-

ization varied with the size of the company and depended

upon who was responsible for dealing with changes.

In many cases the author was given a tour of the

production operations to see recent changes. These

tours were very helpful since in many cases the inter-

viewee was reminded of other changes which had been

very successful or had been very unsuccessful.

The approach used was very similar to the test

interviews with examples of successful and unsuccessful

changes obtained. Then the questions were asked about

each of the changes.



CHAPTER III

THE ANALYSIS

The results of the changes will be presented

in the first section of this chapter to enable the

reader to have a better understanding of the analysis.

There were fifteen examples of successful changes and

fifteen unsuccessful changes. The questions listed are

the questions which were asked in the interviews. The

tables are numbered to correspond with the questions.

Results of the changes

Question El: Did the changes turn out as expected?

TABLE Ela

RESULTS OF SUCCESSFUL CHANGES

Exceeded expectations 5
As expected 9

Less than expected 1

Total 15

TABLE Elb

RESULTS OF UNSUCCESSFUL CHANGES

Finally as expected 10

Less than expected 4

Completely removed 1

Total 15
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Method of analysis

The data obtained in the company interviews

was analyzed by the Chi Square test. By using this

test it could be determined for each question whether

the responses were significantly different and not
8

just due to random occurrence.

The answers were divided into as few groups as

possible while keeping their differences separated.

The Chi Square test was then applied to determine

which data was significant.

A value of .10 was used to determine which

2
values of X were significant. The value usually chosen

for p is .05, but since this test is rather general in

scope it was felt that the .10 value was more applicable

in this study.

Analysis of the identification of the changes

1. Type of change

Question Al: Can you give me some idea of just what
this change was?

The answers to this auestion were divided into

two groups--mechanization and procedure or method. The

mechanization group included all changes which brought

in any kind of machine to replace all or part of an

operation formerly done by hand. The procedure or method

group included changes in processes or operations.

8 Allen L. Edwards, Exerimental Design in
Psychological Research (New York: Rinehart & Company,
Inc., 1950), pp 73-119.
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TABLE Al

TY.PE OF CHANGE

Successful Unsuccessful Total

Mechanization 3 5 8

Method or procedure 12 10 22

Total 15 15 30
2

X = .1705, which indicates the type of change

was not significant.

2. Reason for change

Question A2: What led up to the change--a bottleneck,
a high-cost operation, or what?

This group was divided into three groups--high-

cost and bottleneck; grievances; and to increase production.

The high-cost and bottleneck could not be separated since

they were usually given together. The grievances group

is self-explanatory. The group to increase production

was separated from the high-cost and bottleneck group

because this change was usually initiated by an efficiency

man as opposed to an operation which was of a high-cost

nature. The two overlap but it was felt that there was

enough differentiation to separate these into two groups.

TABLE A2

REASON FOR CHANGE

Successful Unsuccessful Total

High-cost and bottleneck 11 12 23

Grievances 2 1 3

To increase production 2 2 4

Total 15 15 30
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X2 : .376, which indicates the reasonsfor the

changes were not significant.

3. Change in skill requirements

Question A3: Were the skill requirements of the opera-
tor altered by this change?

These answers were divided into three groups

as requiring more skill, the same skill, or less skill.

These groups are self-explanatory.

TABLE A3

CHANGE IN SKILL REQUIEMENTS

Successful Unsuccessful Total

More skill L 5 9

Same skill 7 7 14

Less skill 4 3 7

Total 15 15 30

2
X = .256, which indicates the changes in skill

requirements caused by the change were not significant

to the results.

. Change in number of people

Question A4: As a result, were the number of people

required altered by the change?

These answers were divided into three groups

as requiring more people, the same number of people,

or less people. These groups are self-explanatory

in meaning.
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TABLE A4

CHANGE IN NUIMBER OF PEOPLE

Successful Unsuccessful Total

More people

Same munber

Less people

Total 15

X2= 1.292. This indicates

number of people required was not

the change in the

significant.

5. Major or minor change

Question A5: Compared with other changes you have made,
was this a major or a minor change?

The answers were divided into two groups , major

changes and minor changes. These groups are self-

explanatory.

TABLE A5

MAJOR OR MINOR CHANGE

Successful Unsuccessful Total

Major change

Minor change

Total

10

7

15

12

30

X2 = .1389, which indicated that whether the change

was a major or minor change was not significant.

6. Management's expectations

Question A6: What did you hope to gain from the change--
cost-savings, increased production,
or what?

These answers were divided into two groups--

mainly cost-savings or mainly increased production. These

2

13

15
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overlapped to a certain extent but the interviewees

usually pointed to one or the other as the basic

expectations.

TABLE A6

Successful Unsuccessful Total

Mainly cost-savings 8 10 18

Mainly increased production 7 5 12

Total 15 15 30

X2 , .1389, which indicates that whether the

change was mainly for cost-savings or for increased

production was not significant.

7. Amount of money involved

Question A7: Can you give me some idea of the amount
of money involved?

This question is analyzed in two parts. For

the first part the answers were divided into two groups,

those who gave answers and those who had no idea.

TABLE A7a

AMOUNT OF MONEY INVOLVED

Successful Unsuccessful Total

Gave an amount 10 5 15

No idea 5 10 15

Total 15 15 30

2
X -- 2.133, which indicated that whether an amount

was given or not was not significant.

The second part of this question involves the

amount of money involved when an amount was given.
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The answers were divided into three groups--

less than $1000; $000-$O10,000; and more than $10,000.

These groups are self-explanatory.

TABLE A7b

AMOUNT OF MONEY INVOLVED

Successful Unsuccessful Total

Less than $1000 8 2 10

$1000-4O,000 1 2 3

More than $10,000 1 1 2

Total 10 5 15

X2,2.547, which indicated the amount of money

involved was not signifcnt_

Analysis of the origination of the changes

2. Originator of the change

Question B2: Whose idea was it and what was his position?

The answers were divided into four groups--

hi~4 4h P t f bP
g0 er manaeme VQ, UUfs..j a eCrsVrme 1a4 res

The higher management included plant managers and
company officers. The staff members included industrial
and plant engineers. The foremen and workers are
self-explanatory,

TABLE B2
ORIGINATOR OF TIM CHAiNGE

Higher management 4 2 6
Staff members 9 8 17
Foremen 1 5 6
Workers 1 0 1

Total 15 15 30
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X 24.396, which indicated the originator of the

change was not significant.

3. Did originator live with the change

Question B3: Was this the man who had to live with the
change?

This question was asked to find out how closely

the originator of the change was to the job where the

change was made. In other words, was he just assigned

there for that change. The answers were divided into

two categories--yes and no.

TABLE B3

DID ORIGINATOR LIVE WITH THE CHANGE

Successful Unsuccessful Total

Yes 7 5 12

No 8 10 18

Total 15 15 30
2

X -. 1389, which indicated that whether the

originator lived with the change was not significant.

4. Final approval

Question B4: Who was the man who gave the final approval
to go ahead?

The answers were divided into two groups, higher

and lower management. Included in higher management were

the president and the vice-president of production. All

remaining approvals were considered lower management.

TABLE B4.

1i L Ak.Li ar Kii V iJ-j

Successful Unsuccessful Total

Higher management 9 10 19
Lower management 6 5 11

Total 15 15 30
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2

X2 0, which was not significant.

5. Designated or not

Question B5: Was he designated to look into the problem
or what?

This question was designed to discover whether

the person was designated to look into the problem

or it was his own idea and part of his own initiative.

The answers were divided into two groups--designated or

his own idea. These are both self-explanatory.

TABLE B5

DESIGNATED OR NOT

Successful Unsuccessful Total

Designated 7 10 17

His own idea 8 5 13

Total 15 15 30
2

X ..5430, which indicated the whether he was

designated or not was not significant.

6. Time workers told

Question B6: Wvhen were the workers first told about
the change?

The answers were divided into two groups--early

during the development of the change, and later when

the development was near completion.

TABLE B6

TIME WORKERS TOLD

Successful Unsuccessful Total

Early 15 10 25

Later 0 5 5

Total 15 15 30
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2

X2- 3.84 which indicates the time when the

workers were first told was significant.

7. Workers' immediate reactions

Question B7: What was the reaction of the workers at
this time when they were first told of
the change?

The answers were divided into three groups--

those for the change, those definitely against the

change, and a mixed group. The mixed group contained

examples where the workers either had the wait and see

attitude, or had mixed reactions with some for the change

wihile others were against.

TABLE B7

WORKERS' IMI,4EDIATE REACTIONS

Successful Unsuccessful Total

For 10 1 11

Mixed feelings 5 7 12

Definitely against 0 7 7

Total 15 15 30

X2 = 14.696, which indicates the workerst'

immediate reactions were significant.

Analysis of the development of the change

1. Person in charge of development

Question Cl: Who was in charge of working out the
details of the change?

This question was devided into answers in two

groups--worked out by someone in the department and

worked out by somraeone outside the department.
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TABLE C1

PERSON IN CHARGE OF DEVELOPMENT

Successful Unsuccessful Total

Inside department 11 11 22

Outside department 8

Total 15 15 30
2

X2 ,.1704, which was not significant.

2, Individual or joint effort

Question C2: Was this done mainly by one person or

were others involved?

The answers to this question were divided into

two groups--joint effort and individual effort. The

joint effort was usually done by several people with

one of them always in the department.

TABLE 02

INDIVIDUAL OR JOINT EFFORT

Successful Unsuccessful Total

Joint effort 10 10 20

Individual effort 5 5 10

Total 15 15 30

X -.150, which was not significant.

3. Workers asked for suggestions

Question C3 Were the workers affected by the change

asked for suggestions?

The answers to this question were divided into

two groups, yes and no. these groups are both self-

explanatory.
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TABLE 03

WORKERS ASKED FOR SUGGESTIONS

Successful Unsuccessful Total

12

7

15Total

X2 = 1.350, which was not significant.

4. Workers offered suggestions

Question C4: Did the workers offer ideas or suggestions?

The answers to this question were divided into

two groups, yes and no.

TABLE 04

WORKERS OFFERED SUGGESTIONS

Successful Unsuccessful Total

Ye s

No

Total 15

154

15

X =4..800, which indicates workers offering

suggestions was significant.

5. Offered suggestion worth-while

Question 0C: If they offered any suggestions, did any
of these prove worth-while?

The answers were divided into two groups, yes and no.

TABLE C5

OFFERED SUGGESTIONS WORTH-WHILE

Successful Unsuccessful Total

12

3No

Total 11

30

Yes

Ye s
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30

2X .1918, which indicates the offered suggestions

being worth-while was insignificant.

6. Tested before installation

Question 06: Was the final proposal tested before it
was officially installed?

The answers to this question were divided into

two groups, yes and no.

TABLE 06

TESTED BEFORE INSTALLATION

Successful Unsuccessful Total

Yes 9 10 19

No 6 5 11

Total 15 15 30

X2 0, which was not significant.

7. Workers' attitudesat this time

Question 07: Can you tell me anything about the attitudes
of the workers at this time?

The answers to this question were divided into

three groups--those for, those whose feelings were

mixed, and those who were definitely against the change.

TABLE 07

WORKERS' ATTITUDES AT THIS TIME

Succssfu UnsccesfulT t-alW
For the change 11 1 12

Mixed feelings 4 8

Definitely against 0 10 10

Total 15 15 30
2

X ..z18.332, which indicates the workers' attitudes

just before installation was significant.
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Analysis of the installation of the changes

1. Time before installation

Question Dl: How long after the idea originated was
it finally installed?

The answers to this question were divided into

three groups--less than one month, one to six months,

and more than six months.

TABLE Dl

TIME BEFORE INSTALLATION

Successful Unsuccessful Total

Less than one month 6 6 12

One to six months 6 7 13

More than six months 3 2 5

Total 15 15 30

X2= .276, which indicates the time before

installation 
was not 

,

2. People who installed change

Question D2: Who were the people who installed the change?

The answers to this question were divided into three

groups--maintenance, foremen, or from outside the company.

In the latter group came vendors of machines who installed

the machines when they were purchased.

TABLE D2

PEOPLE WHO INSTALLED CHANGE

Successful Unsuccessful Total
Maintenance 7 7 14

Foremen 6 6 12

Outsiders 2 2 4

Total 15 15 30
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X2 -- O, which indicates the people who installed

the change were not significant.

3. Installed during working hours

Question D3: Was it installed during working hours?

The answers to this question were divided into

two groups, yes and no.

TABLE D3

INSTALLED DURING WORKING HOURS

Successful Unsuccessful Total

Yes 9 8 17

No 6 7 13

Total 15 15 30

X2= 0, which was not significant.

4. Worker nartir~iation

Question D4: Did the workers help with installing this
change?

The answers to this question were divided into

two groups, yes and no.

TABLE D4

WORKER PARTICIPATION

Successful Unsuccessful Total

Yes 5 5 10

No 10 10 20

Total 15 15 30

X2 = .1667, which indicates that worker partici-

pation in installing the change was not significant.
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Analysis of the results of the changes

2. Workers' reactions after installation

Question E2: How did the workers react to the change?

The answers to this question were divided into

three groups--no resistance to change, some resistance

to change, and much resistance to change.

TABLE E2

WORKERS' REACTIONS AFTER INSTALLATION

Successful Unsuccessful Total

No resistance

Some resistance

Much resistance 11

15Total

11

3. Production back to normal

Question E3: Did it take long for production to get
back to normal?

TABLE E3

PRODUCTION BACK TO NOfRMAL

Successful Unsuccessful Total

Less than one week

Two to six weeks

Over six weeks

Removed

Total

4. Evidence of resistance to change

Question E4: Did you see any evidence of resistance
to this change?

30
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There was no resistance to the change for the

successful changes. For the unsuccessful changes these

fell into three groups. These sometimes overlapped,

but usually one was very evident.

TABLE EF

RESISTANCE TO CHIIANGE INUNSUCCESSFUL CHANGES

Unsuccessful

Production slowdown 7

Grievances increased 6

Sit-down 2

Total 15

5. Union's reaction

Question E5: What about the union's reactions?

All but one of the companies interviewed had

a union. Excluding this one the following results

were obtained.

TABLE E5

UNIOiN'S REACTION

Successful Unsuccessful Total

Took action 1 4 5

No comment 13 10 23

Total 14 14 28



CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

The first part of the chapter will be concerned

with the four questions B6, B7, C4., and 07 which the

Chi Square test indicated were significant. The second

part of the chapter will be devoted to comments on the

other questions of the interviews.

The four questions which the data indicated were

significant were concerned with the stage of development

when the workers were first told of the change, their

immediate reactons when first told, whether suggestions

were offered, and the attitude of the workers just before

installation. The discussion will first center on these.

The tables on the following pages contain the

answers received in the interviews to these four ques-

tions for each successful and unsuccessful change and

the results of each change. These two tables will be

referred to throughout the first part of this chapter.

Time workers were first told of the change

In every example of a successful change the

workers were told during the early stage of the develop-

ment of the change. In the unsuccessful changes ten

were told early in the development while five were not

told until later when the change was near complete

development. In the five examples where workers were

told later, one was completely removed after
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TABLE I

SIGNIFICANT ANSWERS AND RESULTS

OF SUCCESSFUL CHANGES

No. Results B6 B7 C4 C7

1 Exceeded Early For Yes For

2 As expected Early Mixed No For

3 Exceeded Early Mixed Yes Mixed

4 As expected Early For Yes For

5 Exceeded Early For Yes For

6 Less Early For No For

7 Exceeded Early Mixed Yes For

8 As expected Early For Yes For

9 As expected Early For Yes For

10 As expected Early Mixed No Mixed

11 Exceeded Early For Yes For

12 As expected Early For No For

13 As expected Early For Yes Mixed

14 As expected Early Mixed Yes Mixed

15 As expected Early For Yes For
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TABLE II

SIGNIFICANT ANSWERS AND RESULTS

OF UNSUCCESSFUL CHANGES

Results

As expected

Removed

As expected

Less

Less

Less

As expected

As expected

As expected

As expected

As expected

As expected

As expected

Less

As expected

B6

Later

Later

Later

Early

Early

Early

Early

Early

Later

Later

Early

Early

Early

Early

Early

B7

Against

Against

Mixed

For

Mixed

Mixed

Against

Mixed

Against

Against

MPixe d

Mixed

Mixed

Against

Against

C4

No

No

No

Ye s

Yes

Yes

No

Ye s

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

C7

Against

Against

Mixed

For

Mixed

Mixed

Against

Against

Against

Against

Mixed

Against

Against

Against

Against

No.

1

2

3

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15
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installation and the other four finally lived up

to the expectations of management.

This seems to indicate that the earlier the

workers are told of the change, the greater the chance

for the change to live up to expectations on time.

Otherwise management may have to wait some time for the

change to live up to its expectations, if at all.

First reactions to the change

The next question which the data indicated signifi-

cant was concerned with the immediate reactions of the

workers when first told of the change. In the successful

changes ten reactions were immediately favorable to

the change with the other five reactions mixed.

The unsuccessful changes had only one example

with a favorable reaction. Seven changes met with mixed

reactions. In the other seven examples the workers

were definitely against the change.

A further look at the tables indicates that of

the mixed reactions to successful change, two actually

exceeded expectations after installation and the other

three lived up to management's expectations. In the

mixed reactions of unsuccessful changes, five finally

lived up to expectations, while two never did.

In the examples where the workers were definitely

against the change, one was completely removed after

installation, five finally lived up to expectations,

and one never did.
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These facts indicate that if the change meets

with a favorable reaction when the workers are first

told, the change has a much better chance for success.

The data also indicates that if the workers' Lnediate

reactions are against the change, there is less chance

for success on time, if at all. It seems that when

management meets with opposition extra measures should

immediately be taken to educate the workers to accept

the change.

Suggestions offered by workers

The third question which the data indicated

significant was concerned with whether the workers offered

suggestions or not. In a very broad sense offering

suggestions could be interpreted as participating in

the change by the workers. It should be mentioned that

in the changes which involved bringing in new machinery,

the workers had only limited knowledge of these machines

and were not in a position to offer suggestions in

these cases.

For the successful changes, the workers offered

suggestions and ideas in eleven of the cases. In

the unsuccessful changes only four cases were obtained

where the workers offered suggestions. One might note

that none of these four were offered by workers who

were definitely against the change.

In the four cases of successful changes where the

workers did not offer suggestions one never reached
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expectations while the other three reached, but did not

exceed management's expectations. In the eleven unsuc-

cessful changes where no suggestions were offered, one

change was completely removed after installation and

two never reached expectations.

This seems to indicate that when workers offer

suggestions, in other words participate in developing

the change at least by contributing ideas, the change

has a much better chance of success. It seems that

management should encourage the workers to offer

suggestions and get them interested and participating

in the change.

Worker attitude just before installation

The last question which the Chi Square test

indicated significant was concerned with the attitude

of the workers after the development was completed and

just before the installation of the change. In some

cases there was only a short time between the time the

worker's were first told and the time the change was

installed.

By this time the workers were for the change in

eleven of the successful cases with the other four still

mixed in attitude. There had been little change in

attitude from the time the workers had first been told

about the change.

For the unsuccessful changes it was another story.

In ten of the cases the attitude of the workers was
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against the change at this time. In four of the cases

the attitude was still mixed and only one had a

favorable attitude.

From these ten cases which the workers were

against the change just before the installation, one

change was removed, and one never reached management's

expectations. From the four mixed attitudes two never

reached expectations.

These results seem to imply that when the workers

are for the change just before the installation its

chance of success is greatly enhanced. If the workers

are against the change, it seems that the chance of

success is definitely reduced, or at least the change

has a good chance of not reaching expectations as quickly

as management had anticipated.

One further point of interest in this question

was 'that in three of the unsuccessful changes which

previously had been mixed, the attitude just before

the change was definitely against the change. None

of the attitudes became more positive or favorable

toward the change. These results seem to imply that

when any resistance is met at first, instead of getting

a more positive attitude toward the change,the attitude

becomes more negative. Perhaps this is a result of the

workers' feelings that management is criticizing them

when introducing a change. Therefore the workers take

a more negative attitude in self-defense.
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Magnitude of the chane

In general the Chi Square test indicated the

magnitude of the change had little effect upon whether

the change was successful or unsuccessful. Of the cases

obtained eight involved mechanization with the other

twenty-two involving a change in method or procedure.

The results did not indicate that it made any difference

to the workers whether the change involved mechanization,

method or procedure.

The data indicated that most of management's

changes were basically caused by high-cost and bottle-

neck operations. Of the changes given as examples twenty-

three were made as a result of a high-cost and bottleneck

operations, three to reduce grievances, and four to

increase the output of low production operations. The

analysis indicated that the chance of success of the

change had no relation with the reason for the change.

The change in the skill requirements of the workers

resulting from the change had little effect upon the

success or failure of the change. In nine of the cases

the skill requirements were increased and in seven the

skill requirements demanded by the change were less

than before. The data indicated this had little effect

upon the results of the change.

The change in the number of people as a result

of the improvement had little effect upon the results.

In two cases the changes required more people, thirteen

I!

I
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required the same number of people, and fifteen required

fewer employees on that job. The Chi Square test

indicated there was very little relation between the

people required and the results of the change. In most

of the cases where fewer people were required the excess

workers were transferred to other jobs in the company.

Eighteen of the changes were considered major

changes when compared with other changes made in the

companies. Twelve were considered as minor changes.

The data indicated that whether the change was major

or minor had little effect upon its success or failure.

In fifteen examples the interviewees gave an

estimate of the cost of the change. Ten of these

were for successful changes. The amount spent for

the change was not as significant as in other ques-

tions. This was a small sample and should be investi-

gated further to determine if there is a relation

between the results and the amount of money involved.

In eighteen of the changes management's main

expectations were cost reduction. The other twelve

were basically for increased production. The data indi-

cates that there was no important relation between the

results of the change and the expectations of manage-

ment, whether they be for reducing cost or for

increasing production.
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Origination of the chanSe

Six of the changes were originated by higher

management, seventeen by staff members, six by foremen,

and one by a worker. The Chi Square test indicated

that this did not have the significance of some questions,

but could have some effect upon the results. If anything,

the data indicated that the ideas which were originated

by the foremen had less chance of success. It is

suggested that this question be investigated further.

It is interesting to note that in only one case

of the thirty obtained in the interviews was a worker

given credit for originating the change.

In twelve of the cases the person who developed

the change had to live with it, in other words, he was

daily concerned with the problem. Eighteen did not

have to live with the change. The data indicated there

was little relation between the results and the fact

the originator of the idea had to live with the change.

Higher management gave the final approval to

procede with the idea in nineteen of the changes, while

lower management had the final say in eleven cases.

The data indicated there was no relation between the

results of the change and who gave the final approval.

In the changes which required a costly expenditure,

such as for equipment, this approval always came from

higher management.

The originator of the idea was designated to

look into the problem in seventeen of the changes.

!I
i



In the other thirteen cases the originator was not asked

to look into the problem. The data indicated the results

did not depend upon whether the person was designated

to investigate the problem.

Development of the change

The person in charge of developing the change

was outside the department in twenty-two cases and

inside the department in the other eight. The data

indicated this had no relation with the success or

In twenty of the changes the development was a

joint effort while ten changes were developed by one

person. The data indicated this had no relation with

the results of the change.

In twenty changes the workers were asked for

suggestions and were not asked in ten. The data indicated

that this was not significant.

The workers offered suggestions in fifteen of the

changes. Twelve of these suggestions proved worth-

while. However the data indicated the results had little

relation to whether suggestions were worth-while.

Nineteen of the changes were tested before in-

stallation, and in most of these cases were tested by

the workers. Of course there were some changes where

they could not be tested such as when bringing in a

machine. The data indicated there was no relation between

the results and whether the change was tested by the workers.
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Twelve of the changes were installed within

one month after their origination. It took one to

six months for thirteen of the changes. Five took more

that six months before installation. The data indicated

that the time which elapsed before installation had

no effect upon the results.

Fourteen of the changes were installed by the

maintenance department, twelve by the foremen,

and four by persons outside the company. The data

indicated that who installed the change had no effect

upon the success or failure of the change.

In seventeen of the cases the changes were

installed during working hours. The data indicated

this had no effect upon the results of the changes.

The workers participated in installing ten of

the changes. The data indicated this had no effect

upon the success or failure of the changes.

Results of the change

The successful changes had five cases which

exceeded management's expectations, nine which lived

up to the expectations, and only one whici never did

since the original goals had been much too high. The

unsuccessful changes had ten cases which finally lived

up to expectations, four which never did, and one

which was completely removed after installation.

I lc46

Installation of the change
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Production got back to normal in less than one

week in fourteen of the successful changes and three

of the unsuccessful changes. It took from two to six

weeks for ten of the unsuccessful changes to get back

to normal and one was removed soon after installation.

In the successful changes there was no resistance

from the workers by definition. In the unsuccessful

changes there was some resistance in four cases and

much resistance in eleven of the changes. Evidence

of resistance to the unsuccessful changes was stated

as seven cases of production slowdown, six cases of

increased grievances, and two sit-downs.

There were unions in fourteen of the companies

interviewed. The union took action in only one of the

successful cases, but since the workers affected were

happy with the change, the union quickly withdrew its

complaint. In four of the unsuccessful changes the

union entered negotiation, demanding increased wages

or no reduction in workers.

Response

The response in the interviews was very inter-

esting. Some people were very helpful and seemed to go

out of their way to provide the information needed.

Others were of no help since they were so concerned

with public relations that they gave little useful

information.
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successful and unsuccessful changes were obtained.

In most cases these were changes which the interviewee

had.been personally concerned either as foreman of the

department, the originator and developer of the idea,

or an industrial engineer who had the responsibility

for installing the change. This was very helpful

since most of the details and feelings of the workers,

as management saw them, were known. At times, however,

it seemed the details of the change were altered to

appear as the best way to attack the problem.

Finally it must be pointed out that as in the

case with many interviews, some answers were given

which would have been best from the public relations

viewpoint. To reduce this as much as possible, the

companies were assured that company names would not

appear in the thesis. Also it was pointed out that

any change presented in the thesis could not be traced

to any particular company.

i48

In the majority of interviews examples of both



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

Testing the hyoothesis

When testing the hypothesis with the data obtained,

there were several factors which the Chi Square test

indicated had an important effect upon the outcome of

the change, and others which did not seem significant.

1. The data indicated that the success or failure

of the change was not related to the type of change--

bringing in new equipment or machinery as opposed to

a change in method or porcedure.

2. The data indicated that the magnitude of the

change made little difference in determining the success

or failure of the change.

3. The data failed to indicate that the closer

the contact of the originator and developer of the idea,

the greater the chance for success. If anything it

indicated that the more distant he was from the depart-

ment and the workers, the better the chance for success.

This can be seen from Table B2 wThere five unsuccessful

changes were originated by the foremen and only one

foreman originsted a successful change.

4. The data indicated that the earlier the workers

4- '1 4 th 1h 4h 1 In th h inc for
were d o LJ e ne, e grea e e

success.
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5. The data indicated that the more the workers

participated with ideas and suggestions, the greater

the chance for success.

6. The data indicated that the earlier the

change was accepted by the workers the greater its

chance of success.

This data seems to indicate that management can

take certain steps which will give the change a better

chance of success. Management can tell the workers

about the change early in the development stage and

observe the immediate reactions to the change. If the

immediate reactions are against the change certain steps

should be initiated to educate the workers to accept

the change. This can be accomplished by encouraging

the workers to become interested in the change, and to

participate in the development by offering suggestions

and ideas. By getting participation from the workers

in originating, developing, and installing changes much

of the negative attitude toward the changes can be elimi-

nated and the chance of success is greatly increased.

Observations

The first observation from the study is that the

problem of resistance to change is not the great

problem to management which some writers seem to

indicate. It was most difficult in several companies

to obtain examples of unsuccessful changes, while most of

the interviewees could readily recall successful changes.
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and the employees were beginning to accept changes in

the production area. The managers said that this was

a result of the attitudes developed toward the many

changes in the American society of today, and the

realization that changes have to be made to increase

production and reduce costs to enable the company to

remain in business.

The second observation in the interviews was thatt even though much of the literature written today concerns

worker participation, there remains a great lag in this

field of management.

In the thirty cases of changes obtained in the

interviews, it is interesting to note that in only

one case was a worker given credit for the origination

of the change. Very little was said concerning worker

participation in any of the phases of introducing a

change--the origination of the idea, the development,

or the installation.

Only four of the companies had suggestion systems.

A In A -4 '14 ,P'n +- - 'k4 a 1 = d- l i 0t ehl lent te
ne a a wor s mp c on program. s

of the companies with no formal procedure for workers

to express directly to management their ideas for

improvement, and then being recognized for them.

Instead, the companies said that most of their

ideas and suggestions camne from industrial engineers,

plant engineers, and foremen. Only at the end did they add

that workers could make suggestions through the foremen.

51Many of the interviewees stated that both the union
Many of the interviewees stated that both the union

I
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Of course the workers themselves were not spoken

with in this study. The interviews were with foremen

and higher levels of management. These men gave cases

which they were familiar with and in most cases were

their own ideas.

Still the author believes that had the workers

in the companies played a greater part in giving ideas

and suggestions for changes, as well as participating

in the development of them, the interviewees would have

pointed this fact out.

These companies represented a fair sample of the

Amnerican industry. Many companies talked with are well-

known all over the country and most certainly in the

New England and Boston area.

Next the author would like to state that another

point seemed very evident. This was the fact that

there could be no set of rules which anyone could compose

which would provide a sure method for introducing changes

in every industry and in every firm, and having the

changes accepted by the workers every time.

It could be observed in the interviews that the

attitude toward change was vastly different in the

various industries and even more so in companies of

the same industry.

In the industries where changes were very cormon-

place the workers had tended toward learning to accept

changes. This was evident in many of the electronic
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both in product and procedure as better methods are

developed.

The clothing, shoe,. and the chemical industries

had a different outlook on change. They were using

many of the methods and machinery which had been in

use for years. In these industries management had to

be very careful when introducing a change.

Companies in the same industry even had different

problems when introducing changes. Sometime departments

within the same company were faced with different problems

and attitudes on the part of workers.

This adds up to the fact that there can be no

set procedure for introducing change. It must be

adjusted to the individuals being dealt with in that

particular circumstance.

Problems the changes cause for management

During the visits with the companies the inter-

viewees pointed out several factors which they thought

had a decided effect upon the introduction of changes.

These can best be classified as changing standards and

wages.

Most of the comoanies stated that the biggest

difficulty was with setting new standards and thereby

adjusting wages which were required by most of the

changes. The other difficulty posed was what to do with

the workers which were eliminated by the change.

L

companies visited where many changes are introduced



Many of the changes resulted in an increase in

production. With this increase the standards had to

be adjusted. This took time since in many cases the

new standard could not be established until the workers

had learned the new operation. In some cases this took

a very long time due to a deliberate slowdown of

production by the workers or because it was an operation

which required a long time to learn to perform efficiently.

The wage rate also was altered by many of the

changes, A different rate had to be applied during

the learning stage. Then a new wage rate had to be

established for the new standard after it was set.

The situations were further complicated by the

fact that it usually required more or less skill and

was either easier or more difficult to perform the

operation. In one company the present wage structure

had such a small differentiation between the foreman

and the helper that all the wages had to be adjusted

fwhen the change was installed.

Further areas for investigation

This study has indicated that there are several

areas which need further investigation before the

problem can be thoroughly understood.

1. A much larger survey similar to this study

should be made with concentration in several industries,

both large and small. These should focus on industries

1
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which have many changes and those which have very few.

This would provide an even better basis for analysis.

2. A survey of worker attitude toward change.

This survey has been investigated from the management

viewpoint and undoubtedly management does not always

know the worker's attitude toward change in general

and certain types of change in particular.

3. A study with concentration on certain variables

which might show why workers resist change. These would

include factors such as age, sex, job satisfaction,

pay, status, past experience, degree of skill, seniority,

etc., which might prove important in worker attitude

toward changes.

. A study to determine how much the workers

actually participate in originating, developing, and

installing changes.
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THE INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE

Identification of the change

Al. Can you give me some idea of just what this change was?

A2. What led up to the change--a bottleneck, a high- cost
operation, or what?

A3. Were the skill requirements of the operator altered
by this change?

A4. As a result, were the number of people required
altered by the change?

A5. Compared with other changes you have made, was this
a major or a minor change?

A6. What did you hope to gain from the change--cost
savings, increased production, or what?

AT. Can you give me some idea of the amount of money
involved?

Origination of the idea

B1. Whose idea was it?

B2. What was his title or position in the organization?

B3. Was this the man who had to live with the change?

BL. Who was the man who gave the final approval to go
ahead?

B5. Was he designated to look into the problem or what?

B6. When were the workers told about the change?

B7. What was the immediate reaction of the workers at
this time when they were first told about the change?

Development of the change

Cl. Who was in charge of working out the details of
the change?

C2. Was this done mainly by one person or were others
involved?

C3. Were the workers affected by the change asked for
suggestions?
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GC4. Did they offer ideas or suggestions?

C5. If they offered any suggestions, did any of these
prove worth-while?

06. Was the final proposal tested before it was "officially"
installed?

07. Can you tell me anything about the attitude of the
workers at this time.

Installation of the change

D1. How long after the idea originated was it finally
i 4- A

ns0 al.le &

D2. Who were the people who installed the change?

D3. Was it installed during working hours?

D4 . Did the workers help with installing this change?

D5. Was this the usual method for installing changes?

Results of the change

El. Did the change turn out as expected?

E2. How did the workers react to the change?

E3. Did it take long for production to get back to normal?

E.. Did you see any evidence of resistance to this change?

E5. What about the union's reaction?

Fl. Does the company have a formal system for getting
ideas and suggestions, such as a suggestion system?

F2. Who is usually responsible for originating improve-
ments?

F3. How would you say the general atmosphere of relations
with workers was in this company?

F4 . How do you get along with the union?

,y


